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A first book of boats for the youngest enthusiasts, featuring 15 different boats and a bonus nautical flag per vessel From
sailboats to ferry boats, tankers to clippers, young readers will learn to identify and define a range of floating crafts. Each
of 15 boats and ships are presented by name, illustration, and simple description, written as engaging, read-aloud text. In
addition, each is adorned with a different nautical flag whose message is decoded as secondary text for the extra
curious. Printed in four stunning Pantone colors, this refreshingly stylish and informative introduction to boats will pop off
the shelf in the "things that go" section!
Here is the inspiring story of a man who overcame childhood polio to live an adventure-filled life as captain of Maine's
most famous windjammer, the schooner Adventure, now a National Historic Landmark in Gloucester, Massachusetts.
Captain Jim shares his adventures afloat, his battles with bureaucracy, and even how he created one of Maine's most
unusual restaurants.
Little Truck is setting out to explore! He's going fast, climbing hills, and braving tunnels, being just the right amount of
careful along the way. But no matter how far he goes, his caring parent is never far behind. This ebook by beloved authorillustrator Taro Gomi is perfect for toddlers moving onwards and upwards to big adventures.
There are fewer than 10,000 wooden boats in America, but the circulation of WoodenBoat magazine exceeds 180,000.
What is it about these boats that has captured the popular imagination? With his "lively blend of reportage [and]
reflection" (Los Angeles Times), Michael Ruhlman sets off for a renowned boatyard in Martha's Vineyard to follow the
construction of two boats-Rebecca, a 60-foot modern pleasure schooner, and Elisa Lee, a 32-foot powerboat. Filled with
exquisite details and stories of the sea, this exciting exploration of a nearly forgotten craft and the colorful personalities
involved will enthrall wooden boat owners as well as craftspeople of every stripe, nature enthusiasts, and fans of
compelling nonfiction.
When you have to leave behind almost everything you know, where can you call home? Sometimes home is simply
where we are: here. A imaginative, lyrical, unforgettable picture book about the migrant experience through a child's
eyes. When a little girl and her younger brother are forced along with their family to flee the home they've always known,
they must learn to make a new home for themselves -- wherever they are. And sometimes the smallest things -- a cup, a
blanket, a lamp, a flower, a story -- can become a port of hope in a terrible storm. As the refugees travel onward toward
an uncertain future, they are buoyed up by their hopes, dreams and the stories they tell -- a story that will carry them
perpetually forward. This timely, sensitively told story, written by multiple award--winner Kyo Maclear and illustrated by
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Sendak Fellowship recipient Rashin Kheiriyeh, introduces very young readers in a gentle, non-frightening and ultimately
hopeful way to the current refugee crisis.
Introduces ocean animals Encourages use of fine motor skills Entertains with exploration & surprise When you take to
the high seas with Little Blue Boat, you'll meet all kinds of ocean animals! This chunky board book has especially thick
flaps for baby to lift and grasp. Illustrations include lots of details to hold baby's attention. ISBN: 978-1-68052-077-4 5.0"w
x 5.0"h 6 lift-a-flap spreads embossed cover with foil
When a family on a sailing outing gets stuck in a surprise storm, there's only one boat tough enough to handle the
rocking waves and howling winds: Blue Boat! Completing the primary-colored series of books that have won fans across
the country, the team behind RED TRUCK and YELLOW COPTER present their third rhyming book about a vehicle who
saves the day.
Buckley and his mother cope with the loss of their father/husband by sending small wooden boats, built by Buckley, off
into the ocean.
Writing in rhythmic text, author Andria Warmflash Rosenbaum (Trains Don't Sleep) explores the many types of watercraft navigating our
lakes, rivers, and oceans, including trawlers, tankers, and cruise ships. Beginning with the sunrise, boats of all shapes and sizes are on their
way to a full day. Fishing boats with their nets head out for their day's lucky catch. Tugboats guide a freighter safely into harbor, and pleasure
craft such as sailboats and speedboats offer hours of enjoyment for their passengers. Then when night comes, even boats take a rest,
including a houseboat that is docked with its family warm and cozy inside. Back matter includes detailed descriptions of each type of
watercraft mentioned.
This fun and playful board book introduces young children to the world of boats in their many forms. There are tall boats and small boats and
heave-and-haul boats, and more! From the author and illustrator of Go, Bikes, Go!, this delightful board book celebrates Pacific Northwest
boating and maritime culture with a focus on recreational watercraft and working boats that are popular in the region. Young children will be
fascinated by the variety of boats depicted in the vibrant and playful illustrations showing diverse families enjoying sailboats, kayaks, rafts,
canoes, houseboats, and more!
This award winning series, specifically designed for babies, is now available in a smaller format, perfect for little hands. A great introduction to
books through well-known nursery rhymes and interactive text. Singing songs and rhymes is the perfect way to bond with your baby and
share quality time. It also aids language development by introducing them to the natural sounds and patterns of speech. Combining these
with actions also stimulates the brain and helps muscle development.
Illustrations and rhyming text reveal what sailboats, cruise ships, canoes, and other vessels do to get ready for bed after a hard day's work.
Describes a baby falling asleep while sailing out in a silver moon boat.
Boots travels out to the country in order to forget about sex, and has sex with a local man.
All aboard! Sail away with 8 noisy boats, as they toot, chug, clang, and splash their way across the water! The sturdy pages feature a
fireboat, tugboat, cruise ship, paddleboat, speedboat, sailboat, submarine, and gondola, and encourage young readers to chime in with all the
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noises each makes—ssshhhh cling-clang FLAP FLAP FLAP goes the sailboat! Here's a joyful addition to this much-praised series. Plus, this is
a fixed-format version of the book, which looks nearly identical to the print version.
Fishing boats and ferryboats. Sailboats and tugs. Boats on the water. Come aboard.

Follow touch-and-feel train tracks and chunky tire treads to meet all kinds of things that go.
Set sail in this accordion-style edition of Stevenson's classic children's verse.
With the tremendous success of RED TRUCK in board book format and anticipation around YELLOW COPTER in board
to match, we're thrilled to complete the primary-colored series about vehicles who save the day by bringing BLUE BOAT
into board, too! When a family on a sailing outing gets stuck in a surprise storm, there is only one boat tough enough to
handle the rocking waves and howling winds: Blue Boat! Now even the youngest readers can cheer on this "rough, tough
tugboat."
When you're small and on the go, there's a lot to watch out for: big boats, waves, rain clouds, and more! But Little Boat
can handle whatever comes his way, braving the elements and the unexpected with his initiative, confidence, and
positive attitude. This colorful follow-up to Little Truck by beloved author-illustrator Taro Gomi will entertain toddlers
sailing toward big adventures!
Read, row, and roar along - a newly imagined favorite will have everyone singing. In this vibrantly-painted rain forest,
squeak, bark, and chatter along with a kitten and puppy rowing their way down the stream. Uncover one delightful animal
surprise after another. Sheet music with guitar chords, along with Cabrera's jaunty new verses, is included. Jane
Cabrera's Story Time celebrates children's best-loved read along nursery rhymes and songs. These interactive favorites
are given a new twist by award-winning artist Jane Cabrera and feature her bold, bright, kid-friendly illustrations. Don't
miss the other delightful nursery-rhyme titles, including Here We Go Round the Mulberry Bush, If You're Happy and You
Know It, and One, Two, Buckle My Shoe.
A blow-by-blow account of one of the most famous ferry rides in the world, this Level F book is perfect for kindergarteners
and first graders to read on their own. Breathtaking scenes illustrate and illuminate a text that is just right for new readers:
We go on the ferry. Let's go to the window. We see a fort. We see a long, long bridge. Realistic digital etchings of the
Manhattan skyline, the escalator to a gangplank, New York City crowds, and landmarks such as the Statue of Liberty,
Ellis Island and more give new readers an experience that builds skills, boosts confidence, and shows how reading is fun!
This book has been officially leveled by using the Fountas & Pinnell Text Level Gradient(TM) Leveling System. The
award-winning I Like to Read series features guided reading levels A through G, based upon Fountas & Pinnell
standards. Acclaimed author-illustrators--including winners of Caldecott, Theodor Seuss Geisel, and Coretta Scott King
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honors--create original, high-quality illustrations that support comprehension of simple text and are fun for kids to read
again and again with their parents, teachers or on their own! Level F books, for early first graders, feature longer, more
varied sentences than Level E. Level F books encourage kids to decode new multi-syllable words in addition to
recognizing sight words. Stories are more complex, and illustrations provide support and additional detail. When Level F
is mastered, follow up with Level G.
A toy boat gets separated from its owner and has an adventure on the high seas.
Take a trip on the river! See your favorite boats as you drift down the Mississippi from Baton Rouge to New Orleans and
out to the Gulf.
Read Along or Enhanced eBook: All aboard for a train ride through the alphabet! Whether chug-chug-chugging up a
mountainside in an Incline train or zipping at super speed in a Bullet train, trains will get you where you need to be—A to
Z! There is a train—some familiar and some unusual—for every letter of the alphabet. Trains are used all over the world for
carrying people and cargo from place to place. With a bouncy rhyming text, and clever illustrations full of visual cues,
young readers will love learning all about trains. A companion to the Children's Book Award nominated Alphabet Trucks!
From the Hardcover edition.
Little Bear loves his little boat. He rows it around Huckleberry Lake, fishing and dreaming. But then Little Bear begins to
grow and grow, until one day he doesn’t fit in his little boat anymore! All children who experience growing pains will
appreciate Little Bear’s predicament. And they will smile with satisfaction as the solution to his problem unfolds in simple,
lyrical words and charming pictures from two award-winning picture-book creators.
Originally published in a slightly different form: Racine, Wis. Western Pub. Co., 1992.
For all boat lovers, this striking book describes the most important and beautiful yachts built by Sanlorenzo, the Italian
company which plays a leading role in the yacht-building industry. Sanlorenzo shipyard has been building high-quality
motor yachts since 1958. A boutique firm in the yachting industry renowned for its superior interior design in the nautical
world, and crafting only a limited number of custom-made units per year, Sanlorenzo ranks second among the top twenty
builders of yachts over twenty-four meters. The book describes twelve exclusive Sanlorenzo yacht models; each boat
tells the story of a unique collaboration between constructor and designer in order to reach the perfect result, the
“superlative” boat. Piero Lissoni, Rodolfo Dordoni, Antonio Citterio, and Patricia Viel are just four of the top designers
involved in the creation of a Sanlorenzo yacht, a place to experience innovation that’s able to withstand the test of
time—and of sea. The pages of this richly illustrated book take readers on an insider’s tour of marvelous boats never
seen before; interior design applies to every detail, from lights to furnishings, and design features a selection of the most
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famous Italian brands, such as Artemide, Boffi, Edra, Minotti, offering a unique sensation of comfort and elegance.
This fun and colorful board book introduces children to the joy of bike riding and bikes in many forms. There are big
bikes, small bikes and extra tall bikes, and old bikes, new bikes and built-for-two bikes, and more! Inspired by the strong
biking culture and community in the Pacific Northwest, this board book features different types of bikes and the diverse
people, young and old, who enjoy them. It features bikes children will recognize and some they can imagine, like bikes
that wear shoes and bikes that fly.
The ABCs of things you drive, fly, ride, and float.
Raise the sails and follow the wind across the green sea in this captivating marriage of lyrical prose and intricate
illustrations from a renowned West Coast artist. Old wood boat remembers the wind. Dilapidated and parted from the
sea, she remembers and waits as her mast cracks and blackberry vines creep across her deck. But one day, a family
tows her home. Scraped, scrubbed, sanded, and varnished, she is made beautiful and seaworthy again. After libations
have been poured out, the family casts off, and old wood boat embarks on adventure once more. In this love letter to
sailing, heralded artist Nikki McClure tells the story of a restored boat in timeless and reverent prose that perfectly
accompanies her stunning cut-paper illustrations. At once delicate and bold, each page is masterful, rendered from a
single sheet of black paper with precision and care that is sure to enthrall readers from coast to coast.
Touching upon some of South Carolina’s most beloved places and attractions, this delightful board book will lull young
readers to sleep while enjoying a scenic tour of Hilton Head, Charleston, Myrtle Beach, Columbia, Greenville, Pawley’s
Island, lighthouses, shrimp boats, fishing, local foods, plantations, sea life, Riverbank Zoo, and the Blue Ridge
Mountains.
'WILL DELIGHT AND ENGAGE YOUNG CHILDREN' - EssentialBaby.com.au on The ABC Book of ... series Travelling here,
travelling there, Down the road - along the track - This beautifully illustrated bookinvites young children to look and listen to the
traffic of highways, railways, waterways and airways. Come and explore the busy and exciting world of transport. Ages 2-6
Illustrations and easy to read text portray a variety of vessels, from houseboats to dredgers, through the course of a busy day on
the bay.
Good Night Boats features cruise ships, submarines, sailboats, racing boats, battleships, fishing boats, ferryboats, tugboats,
riverboats, tall ships, fire boats, houseboats, toy boats, and even recreational harbor cruises. Ahoy there, landlubbers! Hoist the
sails, we're off to sea. Young readers will find their sea legs as they journey across oceans and lakes aboard their favorite floating
vessels. This book is part of the bestselling Good Night Our World series, which includes hundreds of titles exploring iconic
locations and exciting themes.
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Get the inside information on the mammoth cruise ships as you laugh and cry through the autobiography of the woman who made
it popular, Jeraldine Saunders, in Love Boats (revised and expanded version of The Love Boats). This is the book that started the
TV series, "The Love Boat," one of the most popular shows in history. That series was full of episodes of humor and pathos, but
this book outdoes them all?the amazing stories here are true. Over the years, Ms. Saunders became an international sensation,
from being a model for designers such as Mr. Blackwell to accompanying famous stars to public events. She learned palmistry,
graphology, numerology and astrology. Then she went to sea. Jeraldine Saunders became the first female cruise director and held
this position for a decade. She wrote her experiences in the first edition of this book and came up with the idea for the TV series.
The new edition of Love Boats expands on the original, making it even better. Read about her experiences: ·Mistaking a seaport
for the name of a cabin creates a funny but frightful misunderstanding with Mario ·The disaster of the heat: 750 passengers, hot
weather, and no soap ·Wild fights among the musicians?watch out for that flying plate! ·Tips about cruising to Mexico, South
America, and the Caribbean, including her personal adventures While the cruise industry has always been popular, this book has
been credited with increasing the cruise business by 3,000 percent. Filled with photos of Ms. Saunders and other famous
personalities, Love Boats gives you the chance to find out why going on cruises has become so popular, places you might like to
visit, and her entire, amazing story. Get this book for a fun, delightful reading experience.
‘With the call of ‘Hey, you guys! Let’s get to work,’ women and men shoulder drills and picks, board cranes and cement mixers,
and set their equipment bulldozing and steamrolling across vibrant page spreads. Barton generates the excitement of road and
building construction for young sidewalk engineers.’ —BL. 1988 Fanfare Honor List (The Horn Book) Notable 1987 Children's
Trade Books in Social Studies (NCSS/CBC) Outstanding Science Trade Books for Children 1987 (NSTA/CBC) 1987 Children's
Books (NY Public Library)
Smoke billows up. Cool water flows. Whose boat is that? Do you know? This nonfiction ode to boats features six kinds of workers
and their boats—a patrol boat, a tugboat, a car ferry, a lobster boat, a lifeboat, and a fireboat—with important parts properly labeled.
The answer to each inquiring refrain lies under a gatefold, engaging the reader in an informative guessing game. With lyrical (and
factual!) text by New York Times–bestselling author Toni Buzzeo, and the stylized art of Tom Froese, this sturdy board book is
perfect for curious and playful young readers.
A Colorful and Fun Introduction to Boats for the Littlest Explorers
A bright flotilla awaits in this exciting nonfiction board book-- perfect for toddlers who love things that go, go, go! Rowboats,
canoes, sailboats, speedboats, cruise ships, submarines, tugboats, and more! Boats come in all sizes and we use them in different
ways: for recreation, for transportation, and even for police work and fighting fires. Learn all about boats, how they move, and what
we use them for in this sturdy, bright board book by an award-winning children's author. Don't miss Gail Gibbons' other exciting
board book transportation titles, including Trucks, Planes, and Bicycles! Acclaimed nonfiction author Gail Gibbons "has taught
more preschoolers and early readers about the world than any other children's writer-illustrator" according to The Washington
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Post. These accessible, kid-friendly introductions to the world around us are now available in board-book form, simplified and
formatted for the youngest readers and designed to spark their curiosity.
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